1. Aloha!
Add a natural touch to furniture or cabinetry with Nest Studio's Lauhala collection. The pulls and knobs are wrapped in woven screwpine leaf crafted by Hawaii-based jewelry brand Kā + Moe. | Needham Lock & Decorative Hardware, Needham, Mass., decorativelocks.com

2. Cafe Society
Designer Adam Rogers (a past New England Home “5 Under 40” award winner) reimagines the cafe chair in a new and rugged way. A vegetable-tanned leather seat, a hand-stitched backrest, and visible joinery all lend a bespoke quality to the Atlantic chair. | Thos. Moser, Boston and Freeport, Maine, thosmoser.com

3. Second Chance
Trellis Home gave a vintage Ming console a new lease on life with a coat of glossy navy lacquer. This is just one of the many pieces the shop is wrapping in cheerful color for a fresh look. | Hingham, Mass., trellishome.com

4. Free Hand
Locally crafted in Fall River, Massachusetts, Merida's Wander collection of rugs breaks out of the constraints of the loom with handcrafted finishing, including cut fringe and woven lacing. | Boston Design Center, meridastudio.com

5. A Tangled Web
Room & Board's Suzu bamboo basket is handmade in Kyoto from sustainable bamboo. Use it to add a sculptural element to your table or put it to work as a fruit bowl or bread basket. | Boston, roomandboard.com

6. Light It Up
We love this shapely Weller Zig-Zag table lamp from SYD + SAM. This versatile piece can go from living room to bedroom and everywhere in between. | Cambridge, Mass., syd-and-sam.com